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2015 FORECASTS

Prediction    Result                                                Score   

US Stocks:              Down with a possible crashette.  Many indexes were down, a crashette did occur  Hit/Miss

        in August; Dow & S&P fell in price for the first time

        since 2008.*

Bonds:    Treasury yields surprise on downside; Treasuries did outperform corporate bonds, credit Hit/Miss 
 the difference between corporate and spreads expanded.

US government bond rates expands.

International Stocks: Neutral with preference for Asia;  Results across markets were extremely diverse;   Hit

   expect mixed performance.  Asia did well by comparison with its two largest

        markets, China and Japan rising 4% and 10%, 

        respectively.

US Economy:   No recession but waning strength. No downturn but weakness becoming evident;  Hit

        US manufacturing sector looks to be contracting.

Inflation:  Remains weak with growing  Despite some upward wage pressure, inflation  Hit

   evidence of a deflationary bust.  subdued; intense commodity deflation.

Emerging Market & Under pressure early on with a  Weakness throughout the year; high-grade,  Hit/Miss 
High Yield Bonds: possible year-end rally; high-grade,  high-yield beats lower quality.

 high-yield outperforms.

MLPs (Master Limited MLPs might weaken further but   MLPs are crushed finishing down 33%; REITS  Miss 
Partnerships) & REITS: outperform REITS.   rose 2.5%.

Commodities:  Another tough year but gold, silver, Virtually all commodities decline, including  Hit/Miss 
and uranium post positive returns. precious metals.

Currencies:   Dollar likely to rise if stresses build; The dollar index was up 9.3% but only    Hit

   not likely to jump much against yen rose 5.5% vs yen/euro; competitive 

   and euro; “currency wars” to intensify. devaluations spread with China permitting 

        the yuan to fall the big shocker.

Geopolitical:  America’s gradual abdication of its The power vacuum has indeed produced   Hit

   role as Planet Earth’s “peace officer” undesirable effects, particularly in the

   leads to increasing global instability. Mid-East. 

*Including dividends, the Dow was roughly flat and the S&P produced a total return of 1.4%.
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CBOE VOLATILITY INDEX (VIX) and 1-WEEK CHANGE IN VIX

Source: Evergreen GaveKal, Bloomberg

Prediction    Result                                         Score    

Extra-Credit Forecast: Volatility returns to markets with a  After years of tranquility, 2015 saw the most   Hit  
vengeance.    extreme fluctuations in prices and risk-aversion 

since early 2009.

Overall score:  8 out of 11, or 73%

As always, stock market predictions outweigh nearly all other prognostications (and you can probably leave out the “nearly”). 
Thus, a bit more color on that call is in order. The divergence between the S&P and the Dow, which were both roughly flat, versus 
the Dow Transportation Average (-16.8%), the small cap index (-4.4%), and even the utilities benchmark (-4.8%), was significant—
and unusual.  

Past EVAs, and numerous other sources, have pointed out how reliant the S&P’s minor rise was on a handful of glamorous stocks, 
like Tesla, Amazon, Facebook, and Netflix.  Backing out the top ten performers, the S&P “490” was off roughly 2%.  (All of the above 
returns include dividends.) Yet, the S&P 500 is always this newsletter’s stock market benchmark.  This is why we graded our equity 
market forecast as a hit/miss.

Our most painful call from both a forecasting and real world standpoint involved MLPs (these publicly-traded partnerships 
typically own mid-stream energy assets such as pipelines, marine transportation facilities and vessels, storage terminals, oil and 
gas processing plants, etc.)  MLPs were hard hit in the second half of 2014 and we rightly allowed for more weakness in 2015.  
However, we in no way visualized the total devastation that was to befall this normally defensive sector.  To say that MLPs were 
engulfed in a perfect storm is to understate a level of destruction representing the financial market equivalent of being hit by an 
F5 tornado.  Many MLPs crashed by 70%, or more, with even one of the most conservative down 50%, from its 2014 peak, at least 
prior to a year-end rally.  

Evergreen’s income accounts seriously struggled last year as did many of our yield-oriented peers.  Nearly all of this was a 
function of the 70% crash in oil prices from their 2014 high points.  Going forward, however, we see a major reversal of fortune.  
For more on this important topic to many EVA readers, please check out our potential unexpected outcomes (aka, surprises) for 
2016.
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